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hi gough, i have the same problem as above. i've used the driver on 2 windows 8 pcs and 3 windows 10 pcs and it never worked. i have the drivers install for both the harmony and the dongle and i get the same problem every time. i
installed the software, and i was able to register my harmony device. i then went to start a new discovery, and did it using the manual pairing button. however when it disconnected, i got the error message "pairing request failed". if i went
to the bluetooth settings on my pc, it stated "bluetooth is not currently available". this seems to indicate that i have a corrupted or incompatible driver. im at a complete loss to know what to do. if it helps, i have a bluetooth usb dongle that
works properly. i have both windows 7 and windows 8.1, and i have tried both with the same result. as far as i can see, its a hardware issue. i have tried uninstalling and reinstalling the driver, but this does not fix the problem. i have read

elsewhere that when doing an uninstall, you should also uninstall all drivers in the control panel. i have tried this, but do not understand exactly what to look for. any help or suggestions would be greatly appreciated. i have a compaq
presario v3000, with windows 7 home premium. i have installed csr's harmony software to enable me to connect my harmony remote to my television, and navigate my music collection. i have the harmony software and it shows that it is
installed. i have a digitech bluetooth dongle usb bluetooth that is working with my cell phone. i am using the ver. 1.24 of the software. when i try to connect my harmony controller to the computer, i get a error message. "pairing request

failed". i read that you had a similar problem with the software and would need to reinstall the drivers. i have tried that, but it did not work. i would appreciate some help. thanks.
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the fact that the harmony ble stack is compatible with bluetooth 4.0 is only one of the many things it offers. in theory, this stack allows you to pair with any bluetooth 4.0 device, and also eliminates a huge number of complications and issues that come from using bluetooth 3.0 stacks. in
practice, the harmony ble stack is a little more complicated than some of the others, but it does give you more control over your bluetooth devices. it also gives you the ability to use bluetooth 4.0 to control your harmony. the harmony ble stack is compatible with android versions 5.0
and above, but at present there are no official drivers for the harmony that are compatible with windows. this means that at present you have to use the android drivers for your harmony, and if you have a windows phone, you may have to resort to using the android drivers as well.

there are a few workarounds, but they do have their downsides. if you are in a situation where you have to use the harmony ble stack, you should know that it comes with a variety of restrictions and limitations. in order to pair your harmony to your device, you will need to download the
harmony ble stack from the android market. the harmony ble stack is compatible with almost every bluetooth 4.0 device you can think of. the only major exception is the samsung galaxy s5. the harmony is compatible with other android devices, including the motorola moto g and the

nexus 5. the harmony is also compatible with the raspberry pi. once you have downloaded the stack, you will need to pair your harmony to your device. this is done by first choosing the harmony from the list of bluetooth devices. you will then need to scan for devices to pair with.
scanning may take a few minutes, depending on the number of devices to be paired. the harmony is designed to pair to the first bluetooth device it finds, which can be a major problem for some users. 5ec8ef588b
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